ALERT FORM
Your personal account

DATE of Contest:___________   LOCATION:______________

NAME OF THE PLAYER:______________________________________

Name of the schools playing the contest________________________

Level of play:            (MOD)       (JV)       (Varsity)

Weather conditions: _________________________________________

Field conditions:____________________________________________

Names of Officials _________________________________________

Description of incident (brief):   time of day:__________________

Time on the game clock:_______________________________________

Date: ____________________

Signature of official(s) ______________________________________

1) Please do not discuss any incident over the telephone. You cannot be sure who you are talking to.

2) If a party involved wants to know what happen – let them know that you would gladly report your view when all parties present so they all hear the same thing.

3) It has been suggested that in some cases that you do not discuss the incident unless subpoenaed.

“I have been advised legally not to discuss the incident ..(over the phone,….. unless all parties are present……unless subpoenaed.)”